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Abstract
The use of color image processing is divided by two factors. First color is used in object identification and simplifies extraction
from a scene and color is powerful descriptor. Second, humans can use thousands of color shades and intensities. Color Image
Processing is divided into two areas full color and pseudo-color processing. In this processing various color models are used that
are based on color recognition, color components etc. A few papers on various applications such as lane detection, face detection,
fruit quality evaluation etc based on these color models have been published. A survey on widely used models RGB, HSI, HSV,
RGI, etc. is represented in this paper.
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Introduction
An image may be defined as a two dimensional function, f(x, y),
where x and y are spatial coordinates and the amplitude of f at any
pair of coordinates (x, y) is called the intensity or gray level of the
image at that point. When x, y, and the intensity values of f are all
finite, discrete quantities, we call the image a digital image. The field
of digital image processing refers to processing digital images by
means of a digital computer [1]. Digital Image Processing used in
various applications in information and technical systems such as
Radar Tracking, Communications, television, astronomy etc. Various
method involve in Digital Image Processing such as edge detection,
segmentation, enhancement, smoothing and sharpening. It gives a
theory in which states that any color can be produced by mixing three
primary colors C1, C2, C3 at appropriate percentages. Initially, these
methods were designed especially for gray scale image processing [2,3].
The RGB color model is standard design of computer graphics systems
is not ideal for all of its applications. The red, green, and blue color
components are highly correlated. This makes it is difficult to execute
the image processing algorithms. Many processing techniques work on
the intensity component of an image only. These processes are standard
implemented using the HSI color model.

Colour models
To utilize color as a visual cue in multimedia, image processing,
graphics and computer vision applications, an appropriate method for
representing the color signal is needed. The different color specification
systems or color models address this need. Color spaces provide a
rational method to specify order, manipulate and effectively display the
object colors taken into consideration. Thus the selected color model
should be well suited to address the problem’s statement and solution.
The process of selecting the best color representation involves knowing
how color signals are generated and what information is needed from
these signals. In particular, the color models may be used to define
colors, discriminate between colors, judge similarity between colors
and indentify color categories for a number of applications. Color
model literature can be found in the domain of modern sciences, such
as physics, engineering, artificial intelligence, and computer science.
RGB and CMY model: Susstrunk, Sabine et al. [4] describes the
specifications and usage of standard RGB color spaces promoted today
by standard bodies and/or the imaging industry. There are some RGB
color space implementation issues like sensor, unrendered, rendered
or output color spaces, gamut size, encoding, compression, color space
conversion etc. A remarkable property of this representation is that
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for matter surfaces, while ignoring ambient light, normalized RGB is
invariant (under certain assumptions) to changes of surface orientation
relatively to the light source. This, together with the transformation
simplicity helped this color space to gain popularity among the
researchers [5-7] (Figure 1).
HSI model: HSI model is proposed to improve the RGB model. The
Hue Saturation Intensity (HSI) color model closely resembles the color
sensing properties of human vision. To formula that converts from
RGB to HSI or back is more complicated than with other color models.
Li, Jian-Feng et al. [5] formulated a new formula for saturation in RGBto-HSI conversion is proposed on the basis of HSI Color Space, aimed
to provide more rapidity of computing in real-time control system due
to fewer operations needed. The results of comparison between two
conversion equations demonstrate that new conversion equation has
significant advantages over traditional conversion in aspects of less
operation needed in computing. But again conversion time is more.
Tsung-Ying Sun et al. [8] proposed a new method using HSI color
model for lane-marking detection, HSILMD, is proposed. In HSILMD,
full color images are converted into HSI color representation, within the
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Figure 1: Generating the RGB image of the cross-sectional color plane.
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region of interest (ROI) aiming to detect road surface on host vehicle,
with Fuzzy c-Means algorithm. Thresholds of intensity and saturation
are selected accordingly. Results are compared with the same scheme
using RGB color model and a different scheme
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A survey on various color models, their description, comparison
and evaluation results is presented. These models used various
components of an image to display on specific hardware platform. The
purpose of a color model is to facilitate the specification of colors in
some standard generally accepted way. Research work also shows the
conversions of various models to speed up the image processing with
least time delays. But there is invariance in results of various models
due to complex mathematical equations. In future, various image
processing methods i.e., adaptive histogram equalization and contrast
limited adaptive histogram equalization can be used to speed up the
image processing by using these color models.
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